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Abstract
The aim of the manuscript is to characterize monotone metric in the space of Markov map. Here,
metric is not necessarily Riemanian, i.e., may not be the inner product of the vector with itself.
So far, there have been plenty of literatures on the metric in the space of probability distributions
and quantum states. Among them, Cencov and Petz characterized all the monotone metrics in the
classical and quantum state space. As for channels, however, only a little is known about its geometrical
structures.
In that author’s previous manuscript , the upper and the lower bound of monotone channel metric
was derived using resource conversion theory, and it is proved that any monotone metric cannot be
Riemanian.
Due to the latter result, we cannot rely on Cencov’s theory, to build a geometric theory consistent
across probability distributions and channels. To dispense with the assumption that a metric is Rie-
manian, we introduce some assumptions on asymptotic behavior, weak asymptotic additivity and lower
asymptotic continuity. The proof utilizes resource conversion technique. In the end of the paper, an
implication on quantum state metrics is discussed.
1 Introduction
The aim of the manuscript is to characterize monotone metric in the space of Markov map. Here, metric
means the square of the norm defined on the tangent space, and not necessarily Riemanian, nor induced
from an inner product.
So far, there have been plenty of literatures on the metric in the space of probability distributions and
quantum states. Cencov, sometime in 1970s, proved the monotone Riemanian metric in probability dis-
tribution space is unique up to constant multiple, and identical to Fisher information metric [5]. He also
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discussed invariant connections in the same space. Amari and others independently worked on the same ob-
jects, especially from differential geometrical view points, and applied to number of problems in mathematical
statistics, learning theory, time series analysis, dynamical systems, control theory, and so on[1][2]. Quantum
mechanical states are discussed in literatures such as [2][6][9][9][15]. Among them, Petz [15] characterized all
the monotone Riemanian metrics in the quantum state space using operator mean theory.
As for channels, however, much less is known. To my knowledge, there had been no study about axiomatic
characterization of distance measures in the classical or quantum channel space, except for the author’s
manuscript [11]. In that manuscript, the upper and the lower bound of monotone channel metric was derived
using resource conversion theory, and it is proved that any monotone metric cannot be Riemanian.
The latter result has some impact on the axiomatic theory of the monotone metric in the space of classical
and quantum states, since both Cencov [5] and Petz [15] assumed metrics are Riemanian. Since classical and
quantum states can be viewed as channels with the constant output, it is preferable to dispense with this
assumption. Recalling that the Fisher information is useful in asymptotic theory, it would be natural to
introduce some assumptions on their asymptotic behavior. Hence, we introduced weak asymptotic additivity
and lower asymptotic continuity. By these additional assumptions, we not only recovers uniqueness result
of Cencov [5], but also proves uniqueness of the monotone metric in the channel space.
In this proof, again, we used resource conversion technique. A difference from usual resource conversion
technique is that asymptotic continuity is replaced by a bit weaker lower asymptotic continuity. The reason
is that the former condition is not satisfied by Fisher information.
In the end, there is an implication on quantum state metrics.
2 Notations and conventions
In discussing probability distributions, the underlying set is denoted by ⊗. In discussing channels, ⊗in (⊗out)
denotes the totality of the inputs (outputs). In this paper, they are either {1, · · · , k} or Rd. x,y, etc. denotes
an element of ⊗in ,⊗out, ⊗. Also, xn = (x1, x2, · · · , xn), yn = (y1, y2, · · · , yn), etc. denotes an element of
⊗×n, ⊗×nin ,⊗×nout .
Random variable taking values in ⊗, ⊗in ,⊗out are denoted by X , Y , while random variable taking values
in ⊗×n, ⊗×nin ,⊗×nout are denoted by Xn, Y n. The dsitribution of X is denoted by PX , while its density (with
respect to lebesgue measure or counting measure depending on the underlying set) is denoted by pX . PX|Y
and pX|Y denotes the onditional distribution and its density, respectively. In this paper, the existence of
density with respect to a standard underlying measure µ (counting measure for {1, · · · , k}, and Lebesgue
measure for Rd ) is always assumed. Hence, by abusing the term, we sometimes say ‘distribution p’. By P ,
Pin, and Pout we denote the totality of the probability density functions over ⊗, ⊗in, and ⊗out, respectively.
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Channel Φ is a linear map from probability distributions over to ⊗in to those over⊗out, but also considered
as a map from L1 (⊗in) to L1 (⊗out). Hence, we use notation such as Φ (PX) , as well as Φ (pX). The totality
of channels is denoted by C. If there is a need to indicate input and output space, we use the notation such
as C (Pin,Pout). Φ∗ denotes the dual map of Φ,∫
f (x) Φ (pX) (x) dµ (x) =
∫
Φ∗ (f) (x) pX (x) dµ (x) .
A tangent space is denoted by a notation T· (·). δ, δ′ etc. denotes an element of Tp (P) (the tangent
space to the set P at the point p) etc, w hile ∆, ∆′ etc denotes an element of TΦ (C) etc. In the paper, we
identify δ ∈ Tp (P) with an element of L1 in the form of c (p1 − p2), where p1, p2 ∈ P . Hence, the differential
map of Φ is also denoted by Φ, by abusing the notation. L is a random variable defined by
L (x) =
δ (x)
p (x)
, x ∈ Ω.
and its low is under p, unless otherwise mentioned. Also, ∆ is identified with a linear map in the form of
c (Ψ1 −Ψ2), where Ψ1, Ψ2 ∈ C.
A pair {p, δ} and {Φ,∆} is called local data at p and Φ, respectively, since it decides local behaviour
of one-parameter family of distributions at the point p and Φ, respectively. We denote by N
(
a, σ2
)
and
δN
(
a, σ2
)
the Gaussian distribution with mean a and variance σ2 and singed measure defined by
δN
(
a, σ2
)
(B) :=
1√
2piσ
∫
B
x− a
σ2
exp
[
− 1
2σ2
(x− a)2
]
dx,
respectively. Thus, the local data
{
N
(
a, σ2
)
, δN
(
a, σ2
)}
describes local behaviour of Gaussian shift family{
N
(
θ, σ2
)}
θ∈R at θ = a.
The symbol ‘⊗’ means direct product of vectors. Given f ∈ L1 (⊗1) and g ∈ L1 (⊗2), f ⊗ g is defined by
f ⊗ g (x1, x2) = f (x1) f (x2) .
The linear span of {f ⊗ g} is denoted by L1 (⊗1)⊗L2 (⊗2)(= L1 (⊗1 × Ω2)). Also, given Φ1 ∈ C (Pin,1,Pout,1),
Φ2 ∈ C (Pin,2,Pout,2), Φ1 ⊗ Φ2 ∈ C (Pin,1 ⊗ Pin,2,Pout,1 ⊗ Pout,2) is defined by the relation
Φ1 ⊗ Φ2 (f ⊗ g) = Φ1 (f)⊗ Φ2 (g)
and linearity. For a real valued random variable F1 and F2 over Ω1 and Ω2, respectively, F1⊗F2 is a random
variable over Ω1 × Ω2 with
F1 ⊗ F2 (x1, x2) = F (x1)F (x2) .
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We use abbraviations such as f⊗n := f ⊗ f ⊗ · · · ⊗ f , and
δ(n) := δ ⊗ p⊗n−1 + p⊗ δ ⊗ p⊗n−2 + · · ·+ p⊗n−1 ⊗ δ ∈ Tp
(P⊗n) ,
L(n) := L⊗ 1⊗n−1 + 1⊗ L⊗ 1⊗n−2 + · · ·+ 1⊗n−1 ⊗ L,
∆(n) := ∆⊗ Φ⊗n−1 +Φ⊗∆⊗ Φ⊗n−2 + · · ·+Φ⊗n−1 ⊗∆ ∈ TΦ
(C⊗n) ,
{p, δ}⊗n :=
{
p⊗n, δ(n)
}
,
{Φ,∆}⊗n :=
{
Φ⊗n,∆(n)
}
,
{p1, δ1} ⊗ {p2, δ2} := {p1 ⊗ p2, δ1 ⊗ p2 + p1 ⊗ δ2} .
‖·‖1 denotes, for a (singed) measure, total variation, and for a function, L1-norm. ‖·‖cb denotes completely
bounded norm: for a linear map Λ form signed measures (L1-functions ) to signed measures (L1-functions),
‖Λ‖cb = maxp: probability distributions‖Λ ⊗ I (p)‖1 .
(Here note Λ may not be a Markov map, i.e., may not map a probability distirbution to another dsitribution.)
gp (δ) and GΦ (∆) denotes a metric, or square of a norm in Tp (P) and TΦ (C), respectively. In the present
paper, they are not necessarily Riemanian. A probability distribution p is identified with the Markov map
which sends all the input probability distributions to p, so that notations such as Gp (δ) makes sense. Jp (δ)
denotes Fisher information,
Jp (δ) := E {L}2 =
∫
{L (x)}2 p (x) dµ (x) =
∫ {δ (x)}2
p (x)
dµ (x)
Finally, Φ (·|x) ∈ Pout is the distribution (, or its density) of the output when the input is x. Also, with
∆ = c (Φ1 − Φ2) ,
∆(·|x) := c (Φ1 (·|x)− Φ2 (·|x)) ∈ Tp (Pout) .
3 Probability distributions
Cencov had proven uniqueness (up to the constant multiple) of the monotone metric in the space of classical
probability distributions defined over the finite set. In the proof, it is essential that the metric is Riemanian,
i.e., induced from an inner product. As will be noted in Theorem16, however, this assumption is not
compatible with monotonicity in case of channels. Hence, we dispense with this assumption, and, instead,
introduce new axioms which rules asymptotic behaviour of a metric.
3.1 Axioms for the metrics of probability distributions
(M0) gp (δ) ≥ gΨ(p) (Ψ (δ)).
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(A0) limn→∞ 1n gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
)
= gp (δ).
(C0) If ‖qn − p⊗n‖1 → 0 and 1√n
∥∥δ′n − δ(n)∥∥
1
→ 0 then
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
gqn (δ
′n)− gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
))
≥ 0.
(N0) (Normalization) In case {p, δ} = {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)} (a Gaussian shift family),
gp (δ) = 1.
3.2 Simulation and asymptotic tangent smulation:definition
Simulation of {pθ} is the pair {qθ,Λ} with
pθ = Λ (qθ) , ∀θ ∈ Θ,
and tangent simulation of the local data {p, δ} is the pair {q, δ′,Λ} with
p = Λ (q) , δ = Λ (δ′) .
If in addition there is Λ′ with
q = Λ′ (p) , δ′ = Λ′ (δ) ,
we say {p, δ} and {q, δ′} are equivalent, and express this relation by the notaton
{p, δ} ≡ {q, δ′} .
An asymptotic tangent simulation of
{
p⊗n, δ(n)
}
means a sequence {qn, δ′n,Λn}∞n=1 of triplet of a prob-
ability density qn, an L1-function δ′n with
∫
δ′ndµ = 0, and a Markov map Λn, such that
lim
n→∞
∥∥p⊗n − Λn (qn)∥∥
1
= 0, (1)
lim
n→∞
1√
n
∥∥∥δ(n) − Λn (δ′n)∥∥∥
1
= 0. (2)
We call max {‖p⊗n − Λn (qn)‖1 , ‖p⊗n − Λn (qn)‖1} the error of the asymptotic tangent simulation. In all
the cases treated int the present paper, the following stronger conditions are satisfied:
∥∥p⊗n − Λn (qn)∥∥
1
≤ 1√
n
C ({p, δ}) , (3)
1√
n
∥∥∥δ(n) − Λn (δ′n)∥∥∥
1
≤ 1
n1/4
C ({p, δ}) . (4)
Below, C ({p, δ}) is sometimes denoted by C, as long as no confusion is likely to arise.
Proposition 1 Let L (x) := δ (x) /p (x). Then,
{p, δ} ≡ {pL (l) , lpL (l)} .
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Proof. Observe ∫
x:L(x)=l
p (x) dµ (x) = pL (l) ,∫
x:L(x)=l
δ (x) dµ (x) =
∫
x:L(x)=l
L (x) p (x) dµ (x)
= l
∫
x:L(x)=l
p (x) dµ (x) = lpL (l) ,
where µ is either Lebesgue measure (Ω = Rd) or counting measure (Ω = {1, · · · , k}). Also,
pX|L (x|l) pL (l) =

 p (x) , (l = L (x))0, otherwise ,
pX|L (x|l) {lpL (l)} =

 L (x) p (x) = δ (x) , (l = L (x))0, otherwise .
Therefore, letting ν be a measure induced from µ via change of the variable l = δ (x) /p (x),∫
pX|L (x|l) pL (l) dν (l) = p (x) ,∫
pX|L (x|l) {lpL (l)}dν (l) = δ (x) .
Lemma 2 Let L
′n := δ′n/qn, and suppose that qn = pL′n . Let L˜n be a random variable defined over
B (L(n)), obeying the distribution
pL˜n (l
n) := Λ˜n (pL′n) (l
n)
:=
∫
Pn (ln|l′n) pL′n (l′n) dl′n.
Define Λn by
Λn (q) (xn) :=
∫
Λ˜n (q) (ln) pXn|L(n) (x
n|ln) dln.
For {qn, δ′n,Λn}∞n=1 to satisfy (3) and (4), it sufficeas that
‖pL(n) − pL˜n‖1 ≤
C′√
n
, (5)
and
max
{
E
∣∣∣E [L′n |L˜n ]− L˜n∣∣∣ , E (L)2 , 1
n
E
(
L˜n
)2}
≤ a <∞, (6)
where
2C′ + 3a ≤ C.
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Proof. Since PXn|L(n)
(A|l(n)) ≤ 1, (5) implies
∥∥p⊗n − Λn (qn)∥∥
1
= sup
A:measurable
∣∣∣EPXn|L(n) (A|L(n))− EPXn|L(n) (A|L˜n)∣∣∣ ≤ C′√n,
which is (3). By Chebychev’s inequality,
E
{
1√
n
∣∣∣L(n)∣∣∣ ; 1√
n
∣∣∣L(n)∣∣∣ ≥ n1/4} ≤ n−1/4 · 1
n
E
(
L(n)
)2
≤ an−1/4,
E
{
1√
n
∣∣∣L˜n∣∣∣ ; 1√
n
∣∣∣L˜n∣∣∣ ≥ n1/4} ≤ an−1/4.
Also,
Λ˜n (δ′n) (ln) =
∫
l′nPn (ln|l′n) pL′n (l′n) dl′n
=
∫
l′n
Pn (ln|l′n) pL′n (l′n)
pL˜n (l
n)
dl′n pL˜n (l
n)
= E
[
L
′n |L˜n = ln
]
pL˜n (l
n) .
Therefore, by Proposition1,
1√
n
∥∥∥δ(n) − Λn (δ′n)∥∥∥
1
≤ 1√
n
∫ ∣∣∣lnpL(n) (ln)− Λ˜n (δ′n) (ln)∣∣∣ dln
=
1√
n
∫ ∣∣∣lnpL(n) (ln)− E [L′n |L˜n = ln ]pL˜n (ln)∣∣∣ dln
≤ 1√
n
∫
|lnpL(n) (ln)− lnpL˜n (ln)| dln
+
1√
n
∫ ∣∣∣lnpL˜n (ln)− E [L′n |L˜n = ln ]pL˜n (ln)∣∣∣ dln
≤ 1√
n
∫
|lnpL(n) (ln)− lnpL˜n (ln)| dln +
a
n1/4
≤ E
{
1√
n
E
∣∣∣L(n) − L˜n∣∣∣ ; 1√
n
∣∣∣L(n)∣∣∣ ≤ n1/4, 1√
n
∣∣∣L˜n∣∣∣ ≤ n1/4}+ 2a
n1/4
+
a
n1/4
≤ 2n1/4 ∥∥p⊗n − Λn (qn)∥∥
1
+
3a
n1/4
≤ 3a+ 2C
′
n1/4
≤ C
n1/4
.
Proposition 3 Suppose there is an asymptotic tangent simulation of
{
pni+1, δ
n
i+1
}
by
{
pni+1, δ
n
i+1
}
with the
error fi (n) . Then, if k is a constant of n, there is an asymptotic tangent simulation of {pnk , δnk } by {pn1 , δn1 }
with the error
∑k−1
i=1 fi (n).
Proof. Obvious thus omitted.
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3.3 Simulation of probabiltiy distribution family: a background from decision
theory
Concept of simulation has been discussed in the field of statistical decision theory in relation with the notion
of sufficiency [18]. Consider families E = {pθ}θ∈Θ , F = {qθ}θ∈Θ of probability distributions, and a function
e : θ → e (θ) > 0. Also, let (D,D) be a decision space. Then F is said to be e-deficient relative to E
if, for any loss function Wθ with |Wθ (d)| ≤ 1 and for any decision function d : x → d (x) ∈ D, there is
d′ : y → d′ (y) ∈ D with ∫
qθ (y)Wθ (d
′ (y)) dµ′ ≤
∫
pθ (x)Wθ (d (x)) dµ+ eθ. (7)
0-defficiency is simply called deficiency. The celebrated randomizing criteria, a necessary and sufficient
condition for e-defficiency is the existence of Λ with
‖pθ − Λ (qθ)‖ ≤ eθ.
Especially, 0-deficiency is equivalent to that Y ∼ qθ is a sufficient statistic of E = {pθ}θ∈Θ. Thus, e-defficiency
is an approximate version of suffuciency.
This randomizing criteria motivates our emphasis on simulation. Its ‘local’ version
sup
θ
‖pθ − Λ (qθ)‖ = 0∥∥∥∥∂pθ∂θi − Λ
(
∂qθ
∂θi
)∥∥∥∥ ≤ ei
is called local e-deficiency at θ.
3.4 Gaussian shift family
Proposition 4 Suppose {p, δ} = {N (θ, σ2) , δN (θ, σ2)}. Suppose also (M0), and (N0) holds. Then we
have
gp (δ) =
1
σ2
= Jp (δ) .
Proof. By an affine coordinate change of the data space Ω = R, {p, δ} = {N(θ, σ) , δN(θ, σ)} is transformed
to {q, δ′} = {N(0, 1) , 1σ2 δN(0, 1)}. Its inverse coordinate transform coordinate change of the data space Ω
sends {q, δ′} to {p, δ}. Therefore, by (M0) and (N0),
gp (δ) = gN(0,1)
(
1
σ2
δN(0, 1)
)
=
1
σ2
gN(0,1) (δN(0, 1)) =
1
σ2
.
.
Remark 5 Similarly, one can prove {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n, {N (0, 1n) , δN (0, 1n)}, and {N(0, 1) ,√nδN(0, 1)}
are equivalent.
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3.5 On local asymptotic normality
Asymptotic tangent simulation by Gaussian shift is somewhat analogous to so-called local asymptotic nor-
mality (LAN, in short) [16]. Difference between them are as follows. First, asymptotic tangent simulation
is concerned only with a particular point p, while LAN is concerned also with its neibourhood. On the
other hand, (3) for asymptotic tangent simulation is norm convergence, and thus obviously stronger than
convergence of 1√
n
L(n) to N (0, J) in law.
3.6 Zero bias transform
Let X be a real valued random variable with the distribution PX . Then,
WX (x) :=
1
V (X)
∫ x
−∞
(EX − y)PX (dy)
satisfies
∫
WX (x) dy = 1, and thus defines a random variable X
◦. The map from X to X◦ is called called
zero-bias transform [3][14][13][7][8]. The following lemmas are proved in the literatures mentioned above.
Lemma 6 Suppose 0 < V (X) < ∞ and E (X) = 0. Suppose also f : R → R is absolutely continuous,
differentiable, and E |f ′ (X◦)| <∞ ,
E (X f (X)) = V (X)Ef ′ (X◦) . (8)
Lemma 7 Let S :=
∑n
i=1Xi, where X1, · · · , Xn are IID with 0 < V (Xi) < ∞ and E (Xi) = 0. Then,
denoting convolution by ∗,
S◦ = S −Xn +X◦n,
WS =WX ∗ (pX)∗n−1 .
Lemma 8 Let S := a1X1+a2X2, where a
2
1+a
2
2 = 1. IfWXi (x) /pXi (x) <∞ and E (WXi (X) /pXi (X)− 1)2 <
∞ (i = 1, 2),
E (WS (S) /pS (S)− 1)2 ≤ a41E (WX1 (X1) /pX1 (X1)− 1)2 + a42E (WX2 (X2) /pX2 (X2)− 1)2
Lemma 9 The random variable X◦ is supported on a subset of the convex hull of the support of X.
3.7 Binary distributions
Consider a family of binary distributions {pθ}, where the data space is Ω = {0, 1}. Letting N1 (xn) be the
number of 1 in the sequence xn = x1x2 · · ·xn,
L(n) = N1 (x
n) {L (1)− L (0)}+ nL (0)
= α {N1 (xn)− np (1)} ,
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where α := L (1)− L (0).
We compose Λ˜n which satisfies (5) with
{
pL(n) , L
(n)pL(n)
} ≡ {p⊗n, δ(n)} := {p⊗nθ , δ(n)θ } and
{qn, δ′n} := {N(0, nJp (δ)) , nJp (δ) δN(0, nJp (δ))}
≡
{
N(0, 1) ,
√
nJp (δ)δN(0, 1)
}
≡ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗nJp(δ) ,
by letting L˜n be the element of the set
{α (n1 − p (1)n) ;n1 ∈ N, n1 ≤ n}
closest to L′n ∼ N(0, nJp (δ)).
One can easily verify
E
∣∣∣E [L′n |L˜n ]− L˜n∣∣∣ ≤ |αθ| ,
E (L)
2
= Jp (δ) <∞,
1
n
E
(
L˜n
)2
≤ 1
n
E (L′n)2 +
1
n
E
∣∣∣L′n − L˜n∣∣∣2
≤ Jp (δ) + 1
n
(α)2 .
(5), or ∥∥p⊗n − Λ (qn)∥∥
1
≤ ‖pL(n) − pL˜n‖1 ≤
1√
n
4√
Jp (δ)
,
is the direct consequence of Theorem10 below. Hence, by Lemma2, the error of this tangent simulation is
A
n1/4
with
A =
8√
Jp (δ)
+ 3Jp (δ) + 3 (α)
2
+ 3 |α| ,
which is continuous function of δ (0) and p (0) is bounded on any compact region.
Theorem 10 Let X1, X2, · · · , Xn be the IID random variables taking values in {0, 1}, with Pr {X1 = 1} = η.
Denote its variance by σ2, and define
Yi :=
1√
nσ
(Xi − η) , Sn :=
n∑
i=1
Yi.
Suppose
A =
⋃
z
Anz ,
where
Anz :=
[
z − 1
2
√
nσ
, z +
1
2
√
nσ
]
and z runs over a subset of (Z− nη) /√nσ. Then,
|Pr {Sn ∈ A} − Pr {N(0, 1) ∈ A}| ≤ 1√
nσ
.
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Proof. Letting
ψA (x) := e
x2
2
∫ x
−∞
(χA (t)− Pr {N(0, 1) ∈ A}) e− t
2
2 dt, (9)
we have
|Pr {Sn ∈ A} − Pr {N(0, 1) ∈ A}| =
(i)
∣∣∣∣E
(
d
dx
ψA (Sn)− SnψA (Sn)
)∣∣∣∣
=
(ii)
∣∣∣∣E
(
d
dx
ψA (Sn)− d
dx
ψA (S◦n)
)∣∣∣∣
=
(iii)
|E (χA (Sn)− χA (S◦n)) + E (SnψA (Sn)− S◦nψA (S◦n))|
=
(iv)
2 |E (χA (Sn)− χA (S◦n))| ,
=
(v)
2 |E (χA (Sn)− χA (Sn − Yn + Y ◦n ))| . (10)
where (i) and (iii) are due to the definition (9), (ii) is due to (8), (iv) is due to
ψA (x) ≤ 1|x| ,
and (v) is due to Lemma7. By definition, one can verify that X◦i ∼WXi is uniform distirbution over [0, 1].
Also,
|E (χA (Sn)− χA (Sn − Yn + Y ◦n ))|
≤
n∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣∣Pr
{
n−1∑
i=1
Xi +Xn = k
}
− Pr
{
n−1∑
i=1
Xi +X
◦
n ∈
[
k − 1
2
, k +
1
2
]}∣∣∣∣∣
=
n∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣∣Pr
{
n−1∑
i=1
Xi = k
}{
(1− η)− 1
2
}
+ Pr
{
n−1∑
i=1
Xi = k − 1
}(
η − 1
2
)∣∣∣∣∣
=
n∑
k=0
Pr
{
n∑
i=1
Xi = k
}∣∣∣∣ 11− η n− kn
{
(1− η)− 1
2
}
+
1
η
k
n
(
η − 1
2
)∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣η − 12 ∣∣
η (1− η)
n∑
k=0
Pr
{
n∑
i=1
Xi = k
}∣∣∣∣kn − η
∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣η − 12 ∣∣
η (1− η)
√√√√ n∑
k=0
Pr
{
n∑
i=1
Xi = k
}(
k
n
− η
)2
=
∣∣η − 12 ∣∣
{η (1− η)}1/2
1√
n
,
which leads to the assertion.
3.8 Distributions over the finite set
Theorem 11 Suppose p is a probability distribution and δ is a signed measure over a set Ω with |Ω| = k
(k <∞). Let J := Jp (δ), ε > 0 and
{qn, δ′n} :=
{
N(0, 1) ,
√
n (J + ε)δN(0, 1)
}
≡ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(J+ε) .
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Then, we can compose Λn with the error A
n1/4
, where A is a continuous function of {p (x) , δ (x) ;x = 1, · · · , k − 1}
and is bounded on any compact region.
Proof. Since binary distributions can be simulated by Gaussian shift as in Subsection 3.7, due to Propositin 3,
we only have to compose asymptotic tangent simulation {p, δ}⊗n by binary distributions. For that, we first
asymptotically simulate {p, δ}⊗n by {pa, δa}⊗n ⊗ {pA, δA}⊗na , where {pa, δa} and {pA, δA} is defined over
the binary set Ωa and and the set ΩA with (k − 1)-elements, respectively.Then, by virtue of Propositin 3,
inductive argument leads to asymptotic tangent simulation by binary distributions.
Let
pa (0) := p (k) , pa (1) =
k−1∑
x=1
p (x) ,
δa (0) := δ (k) , δa (1) =
k−1∑
x=1
δ (x) , La :=
δa
pa
pA (x) :=
p (x)
pa (1)
, (x = 1, · · · , k − 1),
δA (x) :=
δ (x)
pa (1)
− δa (1) pA (x)
pa (1)
, (x = 1, · · · , k − 1),
LA :=
δA (x)
pA (x)
, (x = 1, · · · , k − 1),
na := n (pa (1) + ε) (ε > 0).
Also, let xna = xa1xa2 · · ·xan ∈ Ω⊗na , xnA = xA1xA2 · · ·xAn ∈ Ω⊗nA , Xai ∼ pa, XAi ∼ pA, Xna ∼ p⊗na , and
XnA ∼ p⊗nA . Denote by N1 (xna) the number of 1 in the sequence xna = xa1xa2 · · ·xan. Also, we identify the
pair (xa, xA) with x, by the correspondence
x ≡

 (1, x) (x = 1, · · · , k − 1) ,(0,#) x = k,
where # stands for empty string. To define asymptotic tangent simulation, one define function F : Ω⊗n →
Ω⊗n such that
F (xn) =

 x
n (N1 (x
n
a ) ≤ na) ,
kn (N1 (x
n
a ) > na) .
Using F , we define
Λn (rn) (xn) :=
∑
yn∈F−1(xn)
rn (yn) ,
p˜n := Λn
(
p⊗n
)
, δ˜n := Λn
(
δ(n)
)
.
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Then,
∥∥p˜n − p⊗n∥∥
1
=
∑
xn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
yn∈F−1(xn)
p⊗n (yn)− p⊗n (xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 2
∑
xn:N1(xna )>na
p⊗n (xn)
≤ 2 exp {−nCa,ε} ,
where
Ca,ε := pa (0) ln
pa (0)
pa (0)− ε + pa (1) ln
pa (1)
pa (1) + ε
,
and
1√
n
∥∥∥δ˜n − δ(n)∥∥∥
1
=
1√
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
N1(xna )>na
δ(n) (xn)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+
1√
n
∑
N1(xna )>na
∣∣∣δ(n) (xn)∣∣∣
≤ 2√
n
∑
N1(xna )>na
∣∣∣δ(n) (xn)∣∣∣
=
2√
n
∑
xna :N1(x
n
a )>na
∑
x
NA(xna )
A
∣∣∣L(n)a (xna) + L(N1(xna ))A (xN1(xna )A )∣∣∣ p⊗na (xna ) p⊗NA(xna )A (xNA(xna )A )
≤ 2√
n
∑
xna :N1(x
n
a )>na
[
nmax {|La (0)| , |La (1)|}+ n
∣∣∣∣ max1≤xA1≤k−1LA (xA1)
∣∣∣∣
]
p⊗na (x
n
a)
≤ 2√n
[
max {|La (0)| , |La (1)|}+
∣∣∣∣ max1≤x≤k−1LA (x)
∣∣∣∣
]
exp {−nCa,ε} .
Also,
Jp (δ) =
{δ (k)}2
p (k)
+
k−1∑
x=1
{δ (x)}2
p (x)
=
{δa (0)}2
pa (0)
+
k−1∑
x=1
1
pa (1) pA (x)
{pa (1) δA (x) + δa (1) pA (x)}2
=
{δa (0)}2
pa (0)
+
{δa (1)}2
pa (1)
+ pa (1)
k−1∑
x=1
{δA (x)}2
pA (x)
+ δa (1)
k−1∑
x=1
δA (x)
= Ja (δa) + pa (1)JA (δA) .
Analogously, one can compose an asymptotic tangent simulation of {pA, δA}⊗na by {pb, δb}⊗na⊗{pB, δB}⊗nb ,
where {pb, δb} and {pB, δB} are defined over the binary set Ωb and and the set ΩB with (k − 2)-elements ,
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respectively, where
pb (0) := pA (k − 1)
pb (1) :=
k−2∑
x=1
pA (x)
nb := na (pb (1) + ε) ,
JpA (δA) = Jpb (δb) + pb (1)JpB (δB) .
Repeating this proscess recursively, by Proposition 3, one can asymptotically simulate {p, δ}⊗n by
{pa, δa}⊗n ⊗ {pb, δb}⊗na ⊗ · · · ⊗ {pz, δz}⊗ny , (11)
({pZ , δZ} is defined over {1}, thus is trivia)l with the error
2
√
n

 z∑
i=a
max {|Li (0)| , |Li (1)|}+
Y∑
j=A
∣∣∣∣ max1≤x≤k−1Lj (x)
∣∣∣∣+ 1

 z∑
i=a
exp {−nCi,ε} ,
which is upperbouded by B
n1/4
, where B is a continuous function of {p (x) , δ (x) ;x = 1, · · · , k − 1}. Due to
Subsection 3.7 , (11) can be simulated by
{N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗nJa(δa) ⊗ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗naJb(δb)⊗
· · · ⊗ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗nyJz(δz)
≡ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(Jp(δ)+f(ε)) ,
where limε→o f (ε) = 0, with the error B
′
n1/4
, whereB′ is a continuous function of {p (x) , δ (x) ;x = 1, · · · , k − 1}.
Here, ‘≡’ is due to
nJa (δa) + naJb (δb) + nbJc (δc) + · · ·+ nyJz (δz)
= nJa (δa) + n (pa (1) + ε)Jb (δb) + n (pa (1) + ε) (pb (1) + ε)Jc (δc)
+ · · ·+ n
y∏
i=a
(pi (1) + ε)Jz (δz)
= n (Jp (δ) + f (ε))
where the last identiy is due to
Jp (δ) = Ja (δa) + pa (1)Jb (δb) + pa (1) pb (1)Jc (δc) + · · ·+
y∏
i=a
pi (1)Jz (δz) .
Therefore, due to Proposition3, we obtain an asymptotic tangent simulation of {p, δ}⊗n by {qn, δ′n} with
the error B+B
′
n1/4
, and the assertion is proved.
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3.9 A continuous random variable with smooth density
Theorem 12 Let Ω = R. Suppose L (x) = δ (x) /p (x) exists and is a continuous function of x. Let J :=
Jp (δ), {qn, δ′n} :=
{
N(0, 1) ,
√
nJδN(0, 1)
}
= {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗nJ , and define L˜n = Λn∗ (L′n) := L′n.
Suppose
E
(∫ L
−∞ (−t) pL (t) dt
J pL (L)
)2
<∞, (12)
holds. Then, {qn, δ′n,Λn} satisfies (5) and (6). Thus, by Lemma2, it satisfies (3) and (4).
Proof. The assertion is essentially the same as Theorem2.3 of [14]. For the sake of completeness, however,
the whole argument is described below. Let Sn :=
1√
nJ
L(n). In the same way as the proof of Theorem10,
we have
|Pr {Sn ∈ A} − Pr {N(0, 1) ∈ A}|
= |E (χA (Sn)− χA (S◦n)) + E (SnψA (Sn)− S◦nψA (S◦n))|
≤ 2 ∥∥pSn − pS◦n∥∥1 = 2E
∣∣∣∣1− WSn (Sn)pSn (Sn)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2
√
E
(
WSn (Sn)
pSn (Sn)
− 1
)2
.
where ψA is defined by (9), and thus |xψA (x)| ≤ 1. Hence, it boils down to the evaluation of E
(
WSn (Sn)
pSn(Sn)
− 1
)2
,
which, due to Lemma8, is not larger than
1√
n
E

W 1√J L
(
1√
J
L
)
p 1√
J
L
(
1√
J
L
) − 1


2
=
1√
n
E


∫ 1√
J
L
−∞ (−t) p 1√
J
L (t) dt
p 1√
J
L
(
1√
J
L
) − 1


2
=
1√
n
E


∫ L
−∞
(
− 1√
J
t
)
pL (t) dt
√
JpL (l)
− 1


2
=
1√
n
E
(∫ L
−∞ (−t) pL (t) dt
J pL (l)
− 1
)2
=
1√
n

E
(∫ L
−∞ (−t) pL (t) dt
J pL (l)
)2
− 1

 .
Hence, we have (5). Also, it is easy to verify
E
∣∣∣E [L′n |L˜n ]− L˜n∣∣∣ = 0,
E (L)
2
=
1
n
E
(
L˜n
)2
= Jp (δ) .
A trivial sufficient condition for (12) is that the support of pL is bounded. Also, suppose
a1
tα1
≤ pL (t) ≤ b1
tα1
, (t ≤ ∃t1)
a2
tα2
≤ pL (t) ≤ b2
tα2
, (t ≥ ∃t2)
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hold for some real constant ai, bi, αi (ι = 1,2). Then, if y < t1,
1
pL (y)
∫ y
−∞
(−t) pL (t) dt ≤ 1
α1 − 2
b1
a1
y2,
and, due to
∫∞
−∞ (−t) pL (t) dt = 0, if y > t2,
1
pL (y)
∫ y
−∞
(−t) pL (t) dt = 1
pL (y)
∫ ∞
y
t pL (t) dt ≤ 1
α2 − 2
b2
a2
y2.
Hence, if
min {α1, α2} ≥ 4,
we have (12).
The following conditions are also sufficient:
a1e
−|t|α1 ≤ pL (t) ≤ b1e−|t|
α1
, (t ≤ ∃t1) ,
a2e
−|t|α2 ≤ pL (t) ≤ b2e−|t|
α2
, (t ≥ ∃t2) (13)
for some real constants ai, bi, and αi (i = 1,2) , with
min {α1, α2} ≥ 2.
Then, if y < t1 and y ≤ −1,
1
pL (y)
∫ y
−∞
(−t) pL (t) dt ≤ b1
a1e−|y|
α1
∫ y
−∞
(−t) e−|t|α1dt
≤ b1
a1e−|y|
α1
∫ y
−∞
(−t)α1−1 e−|t|α1dt
=
b1
a1e−|y|
α1
e−|y|
α1
α1 − 1 =
b1
a1
1
α1 − 1 .
Hence, if |y| is large enough enough, we have
1
pL (y)
∫ y
−∞
(−t) pL (t) dt < const.
The same is true for y > t2-case, and thus (13) is another sufficient condition for (12).
3.10 Simulation of Gaussian shift by an arbitrary IID sequence
Suppose {qn, δ′n} = {q⊗n, δ′(n)}, where Jq (δ′) = J , is given. Suppose also that L′ := δ′q has density with
respect to Lebesgue measure, and satisfies (12). Then, by Theorem12, we can compose asymptotic tangent
simulation of {
p⊗n, δ(n)
}
:= {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗nJ ≡
{
N(0, 1) ,
√
nJδN(0, 1)
}
with {qn, δ′n} = {q⊗n, δ′(n)}.
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Meanwhile, instead, suppose |L′| ≤ const. with probability 1. Then, by a given Let X i ∼ q, and
Y i ∼ N(0, 1),
1√
n
L˜n =
1√
n
(Λn)∗
(
L′(n)
)
:=
1√
n (J + ε2)
n∑
i=1
(
L′
(
X i
)
+ εY i
)
.
Then L′
(
X i
)
+εY i has density with respect to Lebesgue measure, and satisfies (13). Since Fisher information
of pL˜n equals
n
J−1 + ε2
=
nJ
1 + ε2J
= n (J − f (ε)) ( lim
ε→0
f (ε) = 0 ),
by Theorem12, one can compose an asymptotic tangent symulation of
{
N(0, 1) ,
√
n (1− f (ε))J δN(0, 1)
}
≡ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(1−f(ε))
by {pL˜n (l) , lpL˜n (l)}. Since {Λn, pL′(n) (l) , lpL′(n) (l)} is an asymptotic tangent symulation of {pL˜n (l) , lpL˜n (l)},
by Proposition1 and Proposition3, one can compose an asymptotic tangent simulation of {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(1−f(ε))
with {qn, δ′n} = {q⊗n, δ′(n)}.
3.11 Uniqueness theorem
Theorem 13 Suppose g satisfies (M0), (A0), (C0), and (N0). Suppose also either (a): {p, δ} is defined
over a finite set, or (b): the probability density pL of L with respect to Lebesgue measure exists and satisfies
(12). Then, if Ep (L)
4
<∞, gp (δ) equals J = Jp (δ).
Proof. Let {qn, δ′n} := {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(J+ε) =
{
N(0, 1) ,
√
n (J + ε)δN(0, 1)
}
(ε > 0). Then by
Proposition4,
gqn (δ
′n) = n (J + ε) .
Due to Theorem11 and Theorem12, there is Λn with (3) and (4). Therefore, by (C0) and (M0),
0 ≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
(
gΛ(qn) (Λ (δ
′n))− gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
))
≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
(
gqn (δ
′n)− gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
))
= Jp (δ) + ε− lim
n→∞
1
n
gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
)
.
Similarly, by the argument in Subsection 3.10, we have,
0 ≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
(
gΛ(p⊗n)
(
Λ
(
δ(n)
))
− gN(0,1)
(
,
√
n (J − ε)δN(0, 1)
))
≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
(
gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
)
− (Jp (δ)− ε)
)
Therefore,
Jp (δ)− ε ≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
)
≤ lim
n→∞
1
n
gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
)
≤ Jp (δ) + ε.
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Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
gp⊗n
(
δ(n)
)
= Jp (δ) ,
which, combined with (A0) implies
gp (δ) = Jp (δ) .
We have to check gp (δ) = Jp (δ) satisfies (M0), (A0), (C0), and (N0). (A0) and (N0) are checked by easy
computation. (M0) is well-known. Hence, (C0) is shown in the sequel. We use the following characterization
of Fisher information (see Chap. 9 of [2]):
Jp (δ) = max
T
|EpLT |2
EpT 2
,
where the maximum is achieved by T = J−1 · L, with J = Jp (δ). Define T n := (nJ)−1 · L(n) , and
Ta (x) :=

 T (x) , (|T (x)| ≤ a) ,0, (|T (x)| > a) ,
T na (x) :=

 T
n (xn) , (T n (xn) ≤ a) ,
0, (T n (xn) > a) .
Observe
1
n
Jqn (δ
′n) ≥
∣∣∣ 1√nEqnL′nT na
∣∣∣2
Eqn (T na )
2 =
∣∣∣ 1√nEp⊗nL(n)T na
∣∣∣2
Ep⊗n (T na )
2 + o (1) ,
where the last identity is due to ‖qn − p⊗n‖1 → 0 and 1√n
∥∥δ′n − δ(n)∥∥
1
→ 0. Observe also∣∣∣Ep⊗n (T na )2 − Ep⊗n (T n)2∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣Ep⊗n (T n)2 χt≥a (T n)∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1J2Ep⊗n
(
1√
n
L(n)
)2
χt≥√nJa
(
1√
n
L(n)
)∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
J2
1
n (Ja)2
Ep⊗n
(
1√
n
L(n)
)4
=
1
J2
1
n (Ja)
2
(
n− 1
n
J +
1
n
Ep (L)
4
)
= o (1) .
Similarly,∣∣∣∣ 1√nEp⊗nL(n)T na − 1√nEp⊗nL(n)T n
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ 1√nEp⊗nL(n)T nχt≥a (T n)
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1√nJ Ep⊗n
(
1√
n
L(n)
)2
χt≥√nJa
(
1√
n
L(n)
)∣∣∣∣∣ = o (1) .
Therefore,
1
n
Jqn (δ
′n) ≥
∣∣∣ 1√nEp⊗nL(n)T n
∣∣∣2
Ep⊗n (T n)
2 + o (1) =
1
n
∣∣Ep⊗nL(n)T n∣∣2
Ep⊗n (T n)
2 + o (1)
= Jp (δ) + o (1) ,
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which is (C0).
3.12 On asymptotic continuity
If for any {qn, δ′n} with ‖qn − p⊗n‖1 → 0 and 1√n
∥∥∥δ′n − δ(n)∥∥∥
1
→ 0,
lim
n→∞
1
n
∣∣∣gqn (δ′n)− gp⊗n (δ(n))∣∣∣ = 0
holds, we say g is asymptotically continuous at
{
p⊗n, δ(n)
}
. Analogous conditions are used in study of
entanglement measures etc. In our case, Fisher information satisfies ‘≥’, or weak asymptotic continuity, as
stated in Theorem13. However, the other side of inequality, and thus asymptotic continuity, is false. Let
p := Bin (1, t), and
qn (xn) :=


t
2
n
, (xn = 0n)
(1− t)n + t2
n
, (xn = 1n)
p⊗n (xn) , otherwise
δ
′n (xn) := δ(n) (xn) ,
δ (0) = −δ (1) = 1 > 0,
then we have ‖qn − p⊗n‖1 = t2
n
+ t2
n → 0 , 1√
n
∥∥∥δ′n − δ(n)∥∥∥
1
= 0, and
1
n
∣∣∣Jp⊗n (δ(n))− Jqn (δ′n)∣∣∣ = 1n
∣∣∣∣∣
(
1
tn
− 2
tn
)
n2 +
(
1
(1− t)n −
1
(1− t)n + t2
n
)
(−n)2
∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
n
· n2
∣∣∣∣∣−1tn +
t
2
n
(1− t)n {(1− t)n + t2n}
∣∣∣∣∣→∞.
4 Classical Channels: Non-asymptotic theory
4.1 Axioms
Other than being square of a norm, GΦ (∆) should satisfy:
(M1) (monotonicity 1) GΦ (∆) ≥ GΦ◦Ψ (∆ ◦Ψ)
(M2) (monotonicity 2) GΦ (∆) ≥ GΨ◦Φ (Ψ ◦∆)
(E) GΦ⊗I (∆⊗ I) = GΦ (∆)
(N) Gp (δ) = Jp (δ)
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4.2 Simulation of channel families
Suppose we have to fabricate a channel Φθ, which is drawn from a family {Φθ}, without knowing the value of
θ but with a probability distribution qθ or a channel Ψθ, drawn from a family {qθ} or {Ψθ}. More specifically,
we need a channel Λ with
Φθ = Λ ◦ (I⊗ qθ) , (14)
Here, note that Λ should not vary with the parameter θ. Giving the value of θ with infinite precision
corresponds to the case where qθ is delta distribution centered at θ.
Differentiating the both ends of (14) and letting Φθ = Φ and qθ = q, we obtain
∆ = Λ ◦ (I⊗ δ′) , (15)
where ∆ ∈ TΦ (C) and δ′ ∈ Tq (P ′).
In the manuscript, we consider tangent simulation, or the operations satisfying (14) and (15), at the point
Φθ = Φ only. Note that simulation of {Φ,∆} is equivalent to the one of the channel family {Φθ+t = Φ+ t∆}t.
4.3 Relation between J and G
In this section, we review quickly the properties of norms with (M1), (M2), (E), and (N). For the proof, see
[11].
Theorem 14 Suppose (M1) and (N) hold. Then,
GΦ (∆) ≥ GminΦ (∆) := sup
p∈Pin
JΦ(p) (∆ (p)) = sup
x∈⊗in
JΦ(·|x) (∆ (·|x)) .
Trivially, GminΦ (∆) satisfies (M1), (M2), (E), and (N).
Theorem 15 Suppose (M2), (E) and (N) hold. Then
GΦ (∆) ≤ GmaxΦ (∆) := inf
Λ,q,δ
{Jq (δ) ; Λ ◦ (I⊗ q) = Φ, Λ ◦ (I⊗ δ) = ∆ } .
Also, GmaxΦ (∆) satisfies (M1), (M2), (E), and (N).
Obviously, GminΦ (∆) and G
max
Φ (∆) are not induced from any metric, i.e., they cannot be written as
S (∆,∆), where S is a positive real bilinear form. Indeed, we can show the following :
Theorem 16 Suppose (M1), (N), and (E) hold. Then, GΦ (∆) cannot written as SΦ (∆,∆), where S is a
positive bilinear form.
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5 Classical Channels: Asymptotic Theory
5.1 Asymptotic Theory: additional axioms
(A) (asymptotic weak additivity) limn→∞ 1nGΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
)
= GΦ (∆)
(C) (weak asymptotic continuity) If ‖Φn − Φ⊗n‖cb → 0 and 1√n
∥∥∆n −∆(n)∥∥
cb
→ 0 then
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
GΦn (∆
n)−GΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
))
≥ 0.
5.2 Asymptotic tangent simulation:definition
We consider asymptotic version of approximate version of (14)-(??):
lim
n→∞
∥∥Φ⊗n (p)− Λn (p⊗ qn)∥∥
cb
= 0 , ∀p, (16)
and
lim
n→∞
1√
n
∥∥∥∆(n) (p)− Λn (p⊗ δn)∥∥∥
cb
= 0, ∀p , (17)
with ”program” {qn, δn}. Here, the larger one of ‖Φ⊗n (p)− Λn (p⊗ qn)‖cb and 1√n
∥∥∆(n) (p)− Λn (p⊗ δn)∥∥
cb
is called the error of the asymtotic tangent simulation.
5.3 Finite inputs
In this sutbsection, Ωin = {1, · · · , k}.
Theorem 17 Suppose {Φ (·|x) ,∆(·|x)} satisfies all the conditions imposed on {p, δ} in Theorem 13. Let
us define {qnε , δnε } := {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(1+kε)(J+c) where J = GminΦ (∆) = max1≤x≤k JΦ(·|x) (∆ (·|x)) and
ε > 0, c > 0 are arbitrary. Then, there is Λn such that
∥∥Φ⊗n (p)− Λn (p⊗ qnε )∥∥cb ≤ C
(εn)
1/4
,
1√
n
∥∥∥∆(n) (p)− Λn (p⊗ δnε )∥∥∥
cb
≤ C
(εn)
1/4
, (18)
where C is a function of {Φ (y|x) ,∆(y|x) ;x ∈ Ωin, y ∈ Ωout}. Especially, if |Ωout| < ∞, this function is
countinuous and bounded.
Proof. Given the input sequence xn = x1 · · ·xn, denote the number of x in xn by Nx. Suppose Nx ≥ εn.
Then, we use {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗Nx(J+c) for simulation of {Φ (·|x) ,∆(·|x)}⊗Nx . On the other hand, if
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Nx < εn, we first fabricate {Φ (·|x) ,∆(·|x)}⊗εn using {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗nε(J+c), and takes marginal. We
do this for all x = 1, · · · , k. Since
k⊗
x=1
{N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗Nx(1+ε)(Jx+c) ≡ {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(1+kε)(J+c),
by Theorem11 and Theorem12, we have (18) and the proof is complete.
Theorem 18 Suppose {Φ (·|x) ,∆(·|x)} satisfies all the conditions imposed on {p, δ} in Theorem 13 for all
x ∈ Ωin. Then, if a metric G satisfies (M1), (M2), (E), (A), (C), and (N0). Then,
GΦ (∆) = G
min
Φ (∆) .
Proof. Due to Theorem14, we only have to show GΦ (∆) ≤ GminΦ (∆). Consider the simulation of {Φ,∆}
by {qnε , δnε } as of Theorem17. Due to Theorem13,
Gqnε (δ
n
ε ) = Jqnε (δ
n
ε ) .
Therefore, due to (18), we have
0 ≤
(C)
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
GΛ◦(I⊗qnε ) (Λ ◦ (I⊗ δnε ))−GΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
))
≤
(M)
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
GI⊗qnε (I⊗ δnε )−GΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
))
=
(E)
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
Gqnε (δ
n
ε )−GΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
))
= lim
n→∞
1
n
(
Jqnε (δ
n
ε )−GΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
))
≤ (1 + εk) (GminΦ (∆) + c)− limn→∞ 1nGΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
)
=
(A)
(1 + εk)
(
GminΦ (∆) + c
)−GΦ (∆) .
Since ε > 0 and c > 0 are arbitrary, we have
GΦ (∆) ≤ GminΦ (∆) .
Finally, we showGminΦ (∆) satisfies (C). Let x∗ ∈ Ωin with JΦ(·|x) (∆ (·|x∗)) = GminΦ (∆), and xn∗ = x∗x∗ · · ·x∗.
Then, since GminΨn (∆
′n) ≥ JΨn(·|xn∗ ) (∆′n (·|xn∗ )), we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
GminΨn (∆
′n)−GminΦ⊗n
(
∆(n)
))
≥ lim
n→∞
1
n
{
JΨn(·|x) (∆′n (·|xn∗ ))− JΦ(·|x)⊗n
(
∆(·|x∗)
(n)
)}
.
The LHS of this is non-negative due to Theorem13, since∥∥∥Ψn (·|xn∗ )− Φ (·|x∗)⊗n∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥Ψn − Φ⊗n∥∥
cb
= o (1) ,
1√
n
∥∥∥∆′n (·|xn∗ )−∆(·|x∗)(n)∥∥∥
1
≤ 1√
n
∥∥∥∆′n −∆(n)∥∥∥
cb
= o (1) .
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5.4 Continuous inputs
In this subsection, Ωin is a compact set in R
d. Also, ‖x‖ is usual 2-norm.
Theorem 19 Suppose |Ωout| <∞ and
max {‖Φ (·|x) − Φ (·|x′)‖1 , ‖∆(·|x)−∆(·|x′)‖} ≤ f (‖x− x′‖)
holds for some limt→0 f (t) = 0. Let us define {qnε , δnε } := {N(0, 1) , δN(0, 1)}⊗n(1+kε)(J+c) where J =
GminΦ (∆) = max1≤x≤k JΦ(·|x) (∆ (·|x)) and ε > 0, c > 0 are arbitrary. Then, there is a family {Φt,∆t}t≥0
and
{
Λnt , q
n
ε,t, δ
′n
ε,t
}
t≥0
such that
∥∥Φ⊗nt (p)− Λnt (p⊗ qnε,t)∥∥cb ≤ Ct√εn (19)
1√
n
∥∥∥∆(n)t (p)− Λnt (p⊗ δ′nε,t )∥∥∥
cb
≤ Ct
(εn)
1/4
(lim
t→0
Ct <∞), (20)
lim
t→0
‖Φt − Φ‖cb = limt→0 ‖∆t −∆‖cb = 0. (21)
Proof. Let At ⊂ Ωin = Rd be the totality of lattice points such that minx,y∈At ‖x− y‖ = t. Define
Φt (·|x) := Φ (·|y) , ∆t (·|x) := ∆ (·|y) ,
where y is the closest point in At to x. By assumption, {Φt,∆t} satisfies (21). By Theorem17, we can
compose Λnt with (19) and (20).
(C2) If limt→0 ‖Φt − Φ‖cb = limt→0 ‖∆t −∆‖cb = 0, limt→0GΦt (∆t) = GΦ (∆) .
Theorem 20 Suppose {Φ,∆} satisfies all the asumptions of Theorem 19. Then, if G satisfies (M1), (M2),
(E), (A), (C), (N0), and (C2),
GΦ (∆) = G
min
Φ (∆) .
Proof. Again, we only have to showGΦ (∆) ≤ GminΦ (∆) . By Theorem 19, GΦt (∆t) = GminΦt (∆t). Therefore,
due to (C2),
GΦ (∆) = lim
t→0
GΦt (∆t) = lim
t→0
GminΦt (∆t) .
On the other hand, by construction of {Φt,∆t},
GminΦt (∆t) ≤ sup
x
JΦ(·|x) (∆ (·|x)) = GminΦ (∆) .
Hence, we have the assertion.
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5.5 Quantum states as a classical channel
A quantum state can be viewed as a channel which takes a measurement as an input, and outputs mea-
surement result. Hence, if we restrict the measurements to separable measurements, the asymptotic theory
discussed in this paper is applicable to quantum states also, proving the uniqueness of the metric. On the
other hand, there are variety of monotone metrics, and lower asymptotic continuity is proven for some of
them, e.g., SLD and RLD metric. This appearent contradiction can be circumvented by recalling that the
theory of this paper is not applicable to the case of collective measurement.
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